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Abstract—Clustering in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)
is a challenging issue due to the highly dynamic vehicle mobility
and frequent communication disconnections problems. Recent
years’ research have proven that mobility-based clustering mech-
anisms considering speed, moving direction, position, destination
and density, were more effective in improving cluster stability. In
this paper, we propose a new mobility-based and stability-based
clustering algorithm (MSCA) for urban city scenario, which
makes use of vehicle’s moving direction, relative position and
link lifetime estimation. We evaluate the performance of our
proposed algorithm in terms of changing maximum lane speed
and traffic flow rate. Our proposed algorithm performs well in
terms of average cluster head lifetime and average number of
clusters.

Index Terms—Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks, clustering algorith-
m, wireless communication, one-hop.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of automotive manufacturing,

vehicles are becoming more and more intelligent and powerful.

Vehicles now have the capability to communicate with other

vehicles directly in a V2V (Vehicle-to-vehicle) manner or

indirectly using the existing infrastructure alongside the road

in a V2I (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure) or I2V (Infrastructure-to-

Vehicle) manner [1]. Applications, including safety and non-

safety applications, in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs)

are dependent on these V2V, V2I or I2V communication

types. Among of these applications, the most investigated

and deployed application is safety application. A classification

for road safety applications is given in the ETSI standard,

”Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS); Vehicular Communica-

tions; Basic Set of Applications; Definitions” [2]. Information

dissemination in VANETs usually requires low latency of

transmission and high accuracy of information. A protocol

called SCRP [3] was proposed to reduce the end-to-end delay

by selecting proper routing paths. However, due to large num-

ber of mobile vehicles and lack of routers in VANETs, a flat

network will cause scalability problems. One efficient solution

to solve this problem is dividing vehicles into different groups,

called clusters, according to some predefined criteria [9].

A massive number of protocols were proposed based on

clustering algorithm in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs)

( [5], [6], etc.), in order to save the network resource and to

increase network efficiency. In past years, researchers began

to apply clustering algorithm in VANETs. According to the

predictable mobility and predefined road topology in VANETs,

researchers find that mobility-based metrics are more appli-

cable for VANETs, such as vehicle moving direction, relative

position, average speed, similar destination and vehicle density

( [7], [8], etc.). Vehicles having similar mobility pattern are

more likely to stay in the same cluster, which can enhance

the cluster stability. A detailed classification of clustering

protocols in VANETs is presented in [9].

In this paper, we propose a clustering algorithm aiming

at providing a more stable backbone for future information

dissemination in VANETs. To improve the information dis-

semination efficiency on the road, the proposed clustering

algorithm should present a good cluster stability and low

overhead. We evaluate cluster stability from the following

aspects: average cluster head lifetime and average number

of clusters. Mobility metrics, considered in our proposed

algorithm includes vehicle’s position, moving direction and

velocity information. In addition, we propose an estimated

connection time parameter, called Link Lifetime Estimation

(LLT), to choose the gateway node in a cluster. Our simulation

studies the influence of different cluster parameters on our

cluster stability. We try to generate as much of real vehicle

traffic scenarios as possible by using SUMO (Simulation of

Urban MObility) [10].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II

discusses the related work in VANET clustering. Section III

presents our proposed clustering algorithm from the aspects

of cluster head selection, cluster formation and cluster main-

tenance. Section IV presents the simulation environment and

the performance analysis of our protocol. Section V concludes

the paper and briefly presents our future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A cluster is a virtual group which contains at least one

cluster head (CH) and multiple cluster members (CM). Several

research have been presented in VANETs dealing with vehicle978-1-5090-0223-8/16/$31.00 c© 2016 European Union
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mobility metrics and cluster formation mechanisms. Some

clustering mechanisms are introduced in this section.

A simple and direct way to choose a CH is selecting the first

vehicle moving in a certain direction. Cluster like platooning

in CONVOY [11] under highway scenario selected the first

vehicle as a CH. Vehicles within the predefined maximum

length to CH will be grouped together, which construct a

multi-hop cluster. MC-DRIVE [12] proposed a direction-based

clustering algorithm for intersection area. The first vehicle

moving in a certain direction was selected as CH and clusters

are formed in one-hop based on CHs’ transmission range.

However, these mechanisms are only suitable for simple road

topology, like straight highway and intersection.

Instead of simply choosing the first vehicle as CH, most

clustering mechanisms prefer calculating the stability of a node

to its surroundings. MOBIC [13] was the first article proposing

aggregate mobility. It was originally proposed for MANETs,

but also works for VANETs. Each node calculates its relative

mobilities to all of its neighbors based on Received Signal

Strength (RSS). The node with the lowest aggregate mobility is

chosen as the CH. Similar to MOBIC, the New-ALM [14] also

chooses a node with less variance relative to its surroundings

as a CH. Instead of using the RSS parameter, New-ALM calcu-

lated relative distance between to nodes. Later, to improve the

cluster stability, the paper [15] proposed a k-hop clustering. K-

hop relative mobility was based on the ratio of packet delivery

delay of two consecutive packets. PPC [7] is also a multi-

hop clustering mechanism which is based on vehicles’ speed

variations and the predicted traveling time. Vehicle’s relative

stability value ”Eligibility” decreases exponentially with the

increased speed deviation. APROVE [16] is based on a data

clustering technique, Affinity Propagation [17]. Each vehicle

sends hello messages periodically, including availability and

responsibility messages. Vehicles’ relative distance, position

and prediction position of near future are used in APROVE.

Vehicle with highest sum of availability and responsibility

value is selected as a CH. A cluster contention time (CCI)

is proposed when two CHs encounter each other in order to

reduce the unnecessary cluster reformation.

Another clustering mechanism is based on Weighted Clus-

tering Algorithm (WCA). The CH selection is based on the

weighted sum operation. In [18], the author proposed a lane-

based clustering algorithm based on vehicles’ relative speed,

relative position and traffic flow. Each lane can be distributed

with a certain weight according to the traffic flow. VWCA [19]

calculates the weighted clustering value based on the metrics:

vehicle distrust value, entropy value, number of neighbors and

relative position. The vehicle with the minimum weighted

sum value in the neighbor is selected as CH. To improve

the network connectivity, VWCA also proposed an adaptive

allocation of transmission range algorithm (AATR) based

on DSRC standard and vehicle density. Another weighted

clustering mechanism AMACAD [20] was proposed based

on vehicle’s final destination, obtained by navigation system.

In AMACAD, vehicles with similar destinations have higher

possibility to stay in the same cluster. The weighted sum

is calculated based on vehicles’ relative destinations, final

destinations, relative speed and current position.

Some of the above mentioned clustering algorithms main-

ly used the mobility and direction as cluster head selec-

tion and cluster formation metrics. All of the mentioned

mechanisms are beacon-based and aim at increasing cluster

stability. The performance evaluation metrics considered in

these mechanisms includes: CH lifetime, CM lifetime, average

status change per node, average cluster number and clustering

overhead. In this paper, we aim at constructing clusters as

structures for network backbone for future information dis-

semination especially in urban city scenarios.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

A. Scenario and assumptions

Our work focuses on proposing a new clustering algorithm

based on V2V communication in urban city scenario. We

leave the discussion about intersection turning prediction and

information dissemination mechanisms out of the scope of this

paper.

In our proposed approach, all vehicles are assumed to be

equipped with a GPS which can obtain vehicle’s information

about position, velocity and moving direction. In addition,

each vehicle can calculate relative speed with respect to its

neighbors, as well as detect the distance to its neighbors.

B. Cluster definition

The objective of our proposed clustering mechanism is

to improve the cluster stability and to reduce the cluster

reformation times. In order to reduce the message exchanging

in the cluster and to avoid the CH re-selection procedures,

we choose the vehicle nearest to the central position of a

cluster as a CH. CH’s one-hop neighbors are CMs. Since we

are considering a straight road, a cluster is represented by

a rectangle on the road, shown in Fig. 1. Table I lists the

notations used throughout this study.

TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notation Description
TR Transmission Range
Dt Safe Distance threshold
ΔD Relative distance
L Length of cluster
Tt Timer for UN transfer to CHt

idcluster Identifier of cluster
CM table A table maintained by CH recording its CMs

Lmer Length of merged cluster
Tmerge Timer for cluster merging
Tbeacon Timer for CH to wait for beacons from its CMs

Beacon(CMi) Table for CH to record received beacons from its CMs

Due to the rapid changes of vehicle mobility, vehicles on

the edge of CH’s transmission range (TR) have intermittent

connection with their CH, which will cause frequent cluster

re-formation. To solve this problem, we introduce a ”safety

distance threshold”, smaller than TR of CH, Dt ≤ TR.

Vehicles within Dt area have more stable connection with its

CH. Therefore, the length of cluster in our proposed algorithm
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is defined as L ≤ 2Dt. Fig. 1 presents two clusters, Clusteri
and Clusteri+1. Each cluster is composed of an unique CH

and at least one CM. Vehicles in green represent special CMs,

which can communicate with at least two CHs. These nodes

are defined as gateway nodes (GW).

Fig. 1. Clustering mechanism (TR: Transmission Range; L: cluster length;
Dt: Distance threshold; GWi,GWb: Gateway node.)

In our proposed clustering algorithm, vehicles can be one of

the following 4 status: Undecided Node (UN), Cluster Head

(CH), Cluster Member (CM), and Temporary Cluster Head

(CHt). Status are specified in the following:

• UN: Initial state of all the vehicles, which means that the

vehicle does not belong to any clusters.

• CH: The leader of the cluster, which can communicate

with all its members. Each cluster has only one CH. Each

cluster contains a CM table which can record its CMs’

information.

• CM: The vehicle which is a one-hop neighbor of a CH.

A special type of CM is GW. It is responsible for inter-

cluster communication and is located on the edge of the

cluster. Each cluster may have two GWs: GWi moves in

front of CH and GWb moves behind of CH.

• CHt: Vehicle which plays the role of CH temporarily.

It only appears at the beginning of cluster formation

procedure and disappears when CH is selected.

The transitions of these states are triggered by different

events, presented as a state machine in Fig.2, which we will

explain in the following part.

Fig. 2. Vehicle status transition

C. Cluster formation and CH selection

As we have mentioned above, the CH is at the central

position of the cluster. We suppose that vehicles enter the

road one by one with a certain traffic flow rate and CH is

selected during the cluster formation procedure. Each vehicle

sends a beacon message for each Beacon Interval. The detailed

cluster formation and CH selection operations performed in

our algorithm are introduced in the following steps.

Fig. 3. Cluster formation procedure of UN

Step 1 Once a vehicle enters the road, it begins with a UN s-

tate and broadcasts a Beacon message at each Beacon

Interval, containing its identifier, velocity, moving

direction and position. Every vehicle, entering the

road with the status UN, will set a timer Tt. When Tt

is expired, if the status of this vehicle is still ”UN”,

it claims itself as CHt and begins a cluster formation

procedure.

Step 2 When vehicle UN on the road hears a Beacon
message from a CH or CHt, it checks whether it

is confirmed to join a cluster. If yes, it changes its

role to CM and sets the cluster ID idcluster; if not,

it checks whether it is moving in the same direction

with the sender and then decides if it should send a

ReqJoin message to the sender. Fig. 3 presents the

cluster formation procedure of UN.

Step 3 Once a CHi receives a ReqJoin message from ve-

hicle Vj , it calculates its distance ΔD with Vj . If

ΔD ≤ Dt and the source vehicle is not yet its CM,

CHi adds Vj as its CM and records Vj’s position

to its CM table. CHi will send ACK notification to

Vj within its next Beacon message, which is called

Beacon ACK message.

Step 4 When a CHti receives a ReqJoin message from

vehicle Vj , it calculates the relative distance. If

ΔD ≤ Dt, Vj is moving behind and is not the CM

of CHti, CHti adds Vj into its CM table and sends

ACK notification within its next Beacon message,

also called Beacon ACK message; in contrast, if

ΔD > Dt and CHti is a single node, CHti will

change its status to CH; otherwise, if CHti is not a

single node, CHti will send all its CMs to its farthest

cluster member CMk moving behind it through a
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Del CM list message and will ask CMk to be the

CH of this cluster. CHti then claims itself as a CM

of this new CH.

As long as the CH is selected and the cluster is well formed,

CH selects the two farthest vehicles from its CM table to be its

GWs. However, it happens sometimes that two GW candidates

have the same relative distance from their CH. To solve this

problem, we introduce an estimated connection time between

a CH and a CM, LLT. In our clustering scenario, the LLT can

be calculated in the following equation. Obviously, a longer

LLT means a more stable connection. Therefore, CH chooses

the candidate vehicle which has longer LTT as its GW.

LLT =
TR± |x2 − x1|

|v2 − v1| (1)

Note that the TR is the transmission range of the vehicle, x1

and x2 are the positions of CM and CH, and v1 and v2 are

the velocities of CM and CH, respectively.

D. Cluster maintenance

Due to the high dynamic nature of VANETs, vehicles

keep joining and leaving clusters frequently, thus, causing

extra maintenance overhead. In our proposed approach, cluster

maintenance procedure can be described as follows.

1) Cluster merging: Our proposed algorithm allows cluster

overlapping. However, when two neighbor CHs become too

close and two neighboring clusters have a big overlapping

area, shown in Fig. 4, cluster merging procedure is triggered.

Instead of having two CHs, a single CH is selected to control

all of these CMs. When the distance of two CHs is smaller

than the threshold Dt, cluster merging procedure begins. To

avoid frequent cluster reformation, cluster merging procedure

is deferred. Instead of starting the cluster merging procedure

immediately, the merging procedure is started if two CHs can

always hear each other and are always within the distance Dt

during Tmerge time period. After Tmerge, the CHi+1 moving

behind will send a ReqMerge message to the CHi moving

ahead.

Fig. 4. Cluster merging procedure (TR: Transmission Range; Lmer : merged
cluster length; Dt: Distance threshold.)

As long as CHi receives ReqMerge message, it firstly

checks the potential merged cluster size Lmer. If Lmer ≤ 2Dt,

cluster merging is confirmed and a new CHmer is selected,

which is the nearest node to the central position of the

merged cluster. After selecting CHmer, previous CHs will

send ACKmerge message with their CMs list to CHmer and

claims themselves as CMs of CHmer. The new CHmer adds

the received CMs to its CM table and then broadcasts a

Beacon ACK message to inform all of its CMs to change

the cluster ID.

2) Leaving a cluster: In each cluster, the CH has a function

of monitoring its CM table. On the road, vehicles may enter

and leave a cluster from time to time. We suppose that each CH

maintains a Beacon Table to record the presence of its CMs, so

that the CH can detect disconnections of its CM in time. Once

the CH receives a Beacon from CMi, it checks the relative

distance ΔD between CH and CMi. If ΔD ≤ Dt, CH sets

Beacon(CMi) to 1; otherwise, CMi is out of the cluster and

CH discards this message. Each CH has a timer Tbeacon: for

each Tbeacon interval, CH checks its Beacon Table. If Beacon
(CMj)=0, CH sends a ACK UN message to inform CMj

that CMj is no longer a member of CH and deletes CMj

from CM table of CH.

3) CM table and GW updating: Updating CM table event

is triggered when CH receives a Beacon message from its

CM. The CM position will be updated in the CM table.

Therefore, every CH manages a dynamic CM table. Once the

CM table is updated, the GWi and GWb selection functions

are triggered immediately and gateway information will also

be updated according to Step 6 in cluster formation procedure.

E. Important messages

Table II presents a set of important messages transmitted in

our clustering algorithm. Each message is one-hop message

and must contain the following parameters: message type,

source ID, source state, cluster ID, X coordination, y coor-

dination, speed and direction. Compared to a simple Beacon
message, Beacon ACK adds the CM list, and is only broadcast

by CH and CHt.

TABLE II
LIST OF IMPORTANT MESSAGES

Name of the message Source Dissemination type
Beacon UN or CM broadcast

Beacon ACK CH or CHt broadcast
ReqJoin Any single node Towards a CH or CHt
ReqMerge CH Towards a CH

Del CM list CH or CHt Towards a new CH
ACK UN CH Towards a CM

IV. SIMULATION

A. Simulation environment

Our proposed clustering algorithm was implemented on

NS2 using the 802.11p MAC technology. The simulations

were performed on a straight road with 100 vehicles. Every

simulation ran for 800s. The simulations were run on different

traffic traces and the performance results were averaged.

In our simulation, realistic NS2 traffic traces were gener-

ated by the open source micro-traffic simulator, SUMO [10],

version 0.19.0. We set the average vehicle length of 5m, the
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default value in SUMO. We study a straight road with the

length of 15km, containing 4 lanes, 2 lanes for each direction.

Vehicles enter the road with different traffic flow rates: 600,

900, 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2100 vehicles per hour. The set

of maximum lane speed (MLS) were specified as follows: 5,

8, 10, 12, 15 and 18m/s (18, 28.8, 36, 43.2 and 64.8km/s)

respectively. Vehicle number is set to 100, and 50 vehicles for

each direction. According to the combination of the maximum

lane speed and the traffic flow rate, SUMO generated 36 traffic

traces. The main simulation parameters are given in Table III.

TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Simulation time 800s
Beacon Interval 2.0s

Tbeacon 5s
Road length 15km

Length of car 5m
Maximum lane speed 5-18m/s

Traffic flow rate 600-2100 vehicles/hour
Number of vehicles 50 for each direction

Dt 100-200m
Transmission Range 200m

MAC protocol IEEE 802.11p
Bandwidth 10MHz

Propagation model Two-ray Ground

B. Results and analysis

We evaluate the cluster performance of our proposed mech-

anism using the following two metrics.

1) Average number of clusters: average number of clusters

on the road.

2) Average CH lifetime: average duration time that a vehicle

remains the cluster head during the simulation.

The average number of clusters allows us evaluating the

quality of cluster formation. In the worst scenario, each vehicle

represents a single cluster and shows no interest. The average
CH lifetime represents the cluster’s lifetime. In general, a

longer lifetime of CH represents a more stable cluster. In the

first simulation phase, we evaluate the influence of maximum

lane speed (MLS) and traffic flow rate on clustering perfor-

mance. In the second simulation phase, we analyze the Dt

effects on clustering performance. The simulation results are

analyzed in the following section.

1) Maximum lane speed effects: We run our clustering

algorithm under the scenarios with different combinations of

MLS and traffic flow rate. The transmission range of each

vehicle is set to 200m.The parameter Dt is set to 180m. From

Fig. 5(a), we can see that the average number of clusters

increases quickly with the increased maximum lane speed.

In our proposed algorithm, vehicles join and leave a cluster

more frequently with the increased vehicle velocity. A leaving

vehicle could claim itself as a new CHt and begins a new

cluster formation procedure if it does not find another cluster

to join. Therefore, the number of clusters on the road increases

rapidly. In this case, some clusters are not robust enough to the

changes of maximum lane speed. In addition, cluster merging

procedure happens sometimes during the simulation, causing

the cluster number decreases. From the results, we notice that

when traffic flow rate is 2100 vehicles/h, average cluster

number decreases when MLS is 12 m/s.

(a) Average cluster number (b) Average CH lifetime

Fig. 5. Maximum lane speed effects

Fig. 5(b) shows the influence of MLS on the average CH

lifetime. We can see that with the increased MLS, the average

CH lifetime is becoming more and more stable, between 450s
and 600s. When the maximum lane speed is 5m/s, fewer

clusters are presented on the road according to Fig. 5(a).

Therefore, the average CH lifetime deviation for different

traffic flow rates is high. When the average cluster number

increases, this deviation becomes smaller. Moreover, we can

estimate that the average value of the results in Fig. 5(b) is

relatively stable, from 500-550s. It is an interesting result,

because the CH only changes its state when a cluster merging

happens or all of its CMs leave.
2) Traffic flow rate effects: Fig. 6(a) presents the traffic

flow rate effects on the average number of clusters. The

average number of clusters decreases when the traffic flow

rate increases. Our cluster size is controlled by 2Dt, a higher

traffic flow rate means the higher vehicle density and the less

clusters on the road.

(a) Average cluster number (b) Average CH lifetime

Fig. 6. Traffic flow rate effects

Fig. 6(b) presents the traffic flow rate effects on the average

CH lifetime. As we imagined, the average CH lifetime is

relatively stable in the range between 350s to 750s. We also

estimate the average value of the results in Fig. 6(b), the

average CH lifetime is also relatively stable.
3) Cluster length effects: In the second simulation, we

evaluate the Dt effects on our clustering performance. The
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maximum lane speed is set to 12m/s and the set of traffic flow

rate is 900, 1500 and 2100 vehicles per hour. The parameter

Dt varies from 100m to 200m. In Fig. 7(a), we can see that

the average cluster number decreases with the growth of Dt.

When the traffic flow rate is constant, a cluster can contain

more vehicles if the cluster length grows. Therefore, fewer

average number of clusters are presented on the road.

(a) Average cluster number (b) Average CH lifetime

Fig. 7. Maximum cluster length effects

According to the results in Fig. 7(b), the average CH

lifetime is always in the range between 400s to 600s. The

same as what we have estimated above, the estimation shows

a stable average CH lifetime with the increased maximum

cluster length limit, as what we have expected.

V. CONCLUSION

According to dynamic mobility of VANETs, vehicles can

be combined together in order to construct a more stable

backbone for information dissemination. Clustering algorith-

m, which constructs a hierarchical network architecture, has

shown an efficient way for information dissemination. In this

paper, we have proposed a new mobility-based clustering

algorithm. The essence of our approach is to use mobility

metrics for cluster formation, and to choose the central node

as a cluster head. To further improve our cluster scheme, our

future work will focus on the following aspects:

• Proposing a mechanism for direction prediction at inter-

section;

• Using real city map to evaluate our clustering mechanism;

• Comparing the cluster performance with other mobility-

based clustering algorithms, like MOBIC, PPC and ALM.
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